Meta-analysis plays an important role in the analysis and interpretation of clinical trials in medicine and of trials in the social sciences but is of importance in other fields (e.g., particle physics [1]) as well. In 2001, Hartung and Knapp [2, 3] introduced a new approach to test for a nonzero treatment effect in a metaanalysis of k studies. Hartung and Knapp [2, 3] suggest to use the random effects estimate according to DerSimonian and Laird [4] and propose a variance estimator q so that the test statistics for the treatment effect is t distributed with k − 1 degrees of freedom. In their paper on dichotomous endpoints, results of a simulation study with 6 and 12 studies illustrate for risk differences, log relative risks and log odds ratios, the excellent properties regarding control of the type I error, and the achieved power [2] . They investigate different sample sizes in each study, and different amounts of heterogeneity between studies and compare their new approach (Hartung and Knapp approach (HK)) with the fixed effects approach (FE) and the classical random effects approach by DerSimonian and Laird (DL). It can be clearly seen that, with increasing heterogeneity, the FE as well as the DL does not control the type I error rate, while the HK keeps the type I error rate in nearly every situation and in every scale.
of results' ( [14] , p. 31). For the summary, 'The use of meta-analytic techniques to combine these estimates is often a useful addition, because it allows a more precise overall estimate of the size of the treatment effects to be generated, and provides a complete and concise summary of the results of the trials' ( [14] , p. 32). While in standard drug development, this summary will include usually more than two studies; in rare diseases for the same intervention, barely ever more than two studies are available because of the limited number of patients. Likewise, decision making in the context of health technology assessment is based on systematic reviews and meta-analyses. Often in practice, only two studies are considered homogeneous enough from clinical grounds to be included into a meta-analysis and then form the basis for decision making about reimbursement [16] .
Despite the fact that meta-analysis is non-experimental observational (secondary) research [17] and p-values should be interpreted with caution, meta-analyses of randomized clinical trials are termed highest-level information in evidence-based medicine and are the recommended basis for decision making [18] . As statistical significance plays an important role in the assessment of the meta-analysis, it is mandatory to understand the statistical properties of the relevant methodology also in a situation, where only two clinical trials are included into a meta-analysis. We found Cochrane reviews including metaanalyses with two studies only, which are considered for evidence-based decision making even in the presence of a large amount of heterogeneity (I 2 ≈ 75%) [19] [20] [21] k, number of studies; Het, heterogeneity; FE, fixed effects approach; DL, DerSimonian and Laird approach; HK, Hartung and Knapp approach; p c , event rate in control group; p T , event rate in treatment group.
Note: In a random effects model for log odds ratios, normally distributed logit (p T ) and logit (p C ) were simulated. These values have been back transformed to p T and p C to generate binomially distributed number of successes for a given sample size per treatment arm. Median response rates are reported because of skewed distribution after back transformation of the logits generated in the first step of the simulation. The total sample size of the meta-analyses is 480 patients, with balanced treatment arms and 480/k patients per study to investigate the impact of the number of studies in the meta-analysis. Mean I 2 from the simulations is reported to describe the degree of heterogeneity.
We repeated the simulation study for dichotomous endpoints of Hartung and Knapp [2] with programs written in R 3.1.0 [22] to compare the statistical properties of the FE, the DL, and the HK for testing the overall treatment effect (H 0 : = 0) in a situation with two to six clinical trials. We considered scenarios under the null and alternative hypothesis for the treatment effect with and without underlying heterogeneity. We present the findings for the odds ratio with p C = 0.2 and did vary probability of success in the treatment group p T to investigate the type I error and the power characteristics. The total sample size per meta-analysis was kept constant in the different scenarios (n = 480) and n∕k number of patients per study to clearly demonstrate the effect of the number of included studies on power and type I error of the various approaches. Likewise, we attempted to avoid problems with zero cell counts or extremely low event rates that may impact on type I error and power as well. I 2 was used to describe heterogeneity because thresholds have been published (low: I 2 = 25%, moderate: I 2 = 50%, and high: I 2 = 75%) [23] for the quantification of the degree of heterogeneity with this measure. We termed I 2 ⩽ 15% negligible, and this refers to simulations assuming no heterogeneity (i.e., the fixed effects model). Table I summarizes the results of our simulation study. The well-known anticonservative behavior of the FE and the DL in the presence of even low heterogeneity is visible for small numbers of studies in the meta-analysis. Particularly for the FE, the increase in the type I error is pronounced. With more than four studies even in situations with substantial heterogeneity, the HK perfectly controls the type I error. There is almost no impact on the power of the test in situations with no or low heterogeneity, and overall, it seems as if the only price to be paid for an increased heterogeneity is a reduced power of the test. This is in strong contrast to the situation with only two studies. Again, the HK perfectly controls the prespecified type I error. However, even in a homogeneous situation, the power of the meta-analysis test was lower than 15% in situations where the power of the FE and the DL approximates 70% and 60%, respectively. In the presence of even low heterogeneity with the HK, there is not much chance to arrive at a positive conclusion even with substantial treatment effects. Figure 1 summarizes the main finding of our simulation study with k = 2 and 6 studies impressively.
In the homogeneous situation with two studies, the DL and even better the FE can be used to efficiently base conclusions on a meta-analysis. In contrast, already with mild to moderate heterogeneity, both standard tests severely violate the prespecified type I error, and there is a high risk of false positive conclusion with the classical approaches.
This has major implications for decision making in drug licensing as well. We have noted previously that a meta-analysis can be confirmatory if a drug development program was designed to include a preplanned meta-analysis of the two pivotal trials [24] . As an example, thrombosis prophylaxis was discussed in the paper by Koch and Röhmel [24] , where venous thromboembolism is accepted as primary endpoint in the pivotal trials. In case when both pivotal trials are successful, they can be combined to demonstrate a positive impact on, for example, mortality. This can be preplanned as a hierarchical testing procedure: first, both pivotal trials will be assessed individually before confirmatory conclusions will be based on the meta-analysis. As explained, neither the FE, nor the DL, nor the HK can be the methodology to be recommended for a priori planning in this sensitive area unless any indication for heterogeneity is taken as a trigger not to combine studies in a meta-analysis at all. It is our belief that not enough emphasis has been given to this finding in the original paper and the important role of heterogeneity is not acknowledged enough in the discussion of findings from meta-analyses, in general.
